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Executive Summary
HR software plays an integral part in how a business operates – every employee
in your organization, from candidates to managers to employees and executives –
serves to benefit from HR Tech that improves and impacts your people processes.
As an HR leader, you understand the benefits of implementing an applicant
tracking system in your organization and all the good things that come with it.
We want to make sure the process is a smooth, efficient one and we have some
suggestions on how to accomplish this as well as how to make implementation
the best possible experience for you, and for your organization.
Our experience indicates that HR Tech implementations don’t have to be a
lengthy, expensive, or complex undertaking. In fact, with a solid strategy in place,
we’re confident your HR Tech solution will continue to deliver positive results long
after implementation is over.
In order to successfully implement an HR software solution and integrate it
within business operations, we recommend a three-phase approach. The
implementation process begins with selecting the right solution, continues with
creating a well-defined implementation strategy, and concludes with putting a
solid maintenance and continuity plan in place. Clarity and focus during these
three phases makes it more likely your HR implementation strategy will stay
on track and your organization will achieve its goals, thanks to the streamlined
solutions HR Tech delivers.

Three Phases of a Successful HR Tech Implementation
Most of today’s HR professionals have had the opportunity to experience some
aspect of an HR Tech implementation. Innovative software solutions continue to
increase the potential for all aspects of HR—as well as the larger organization.
This expansive scope makes HR Tech both exciting and challenging.
Preparing for each phase of an HR Tech implementation will help ensure you
purchase the right system that meets your needs and ultimately benefits the
entire organization.
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Phase One: Select the Right Solution
Every HR team seeks to find an HR Tech solution that will
seamlessly integrate with existing systems as well as meet
operational needs. Unfortunately, it’s not always as easy as it
seems. However, when you put the necessary time and effort
into selecting the right product, we’re confident that you’ll find a
solution that enables your HR team to help drive the business.

Conduct a thorough needs assessment.
Before you begin your HR Tech search, you need to be
very clear about how the entire organization will reap the
benefits of a new software solution. We believe this is
one of—if not the most—important steps in the HR Tech
implementation process. From the internal candidate
searching for a new role, to the hiring manager eager to
fill an open position, to the executive who needs access to
hiring data, every member of the organization has a stake
in the success of this implementation.
Involve employees and leaders from across the business to
be sure you understand each stakeholder’s opinion about
what this solution must deliver. Use the needs assessment
process to gather requirements which will serve as focus
points during your search.
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“Look at recruiting systems
for example. Only a decade
ago these ‘applicant tracking
systems’ were electronic
filing cabinets used to store
and index resumes. Today
recruitment systems run on
mobile phones and you can
apply for a job with one click…
we have to make recruitment
software so easy to use it’s
actually fun.”

— From Top 10 Disruptions in HR
Technology by Josh Bersin
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Ask the tough questions of your organization.
When you’re in the discovery process, don’t avoid the
tough questions. Can an HR software solution provide what
you need, or do you need to address ineffective processes
first? Be proactive about addressing any existing issues
that may get in the way.

Key Questions
for Phase One
1.

What HR goals do we
want this platform to
help us achieve this year,
next year, and five years
from now?

2.

Can an HR software
solution provide what
we need, or do we need
to address ineffective
processes first?

3.

How will this platform
integrate with our
existing systems?

4.

How does this vendor
fit with our company
culture and approach?

Do your homework.
Selecting the right solution takes time. The first
software you find might be the perfect solution for your
organization…but you won’t know that until you do your
homework. Interview multiple solution providers, talk with
users in your industry, and get some hands-on experience
via a test environment, trial instance, or personal demo.
Before you make a decision it’s critical to explore the
system, with your goals and operational needs in mind.

Look for the perfect match.
First and foremost, the HR Tech solution you select must
meet your business requirements and needs. But just like a
candidate you’re considering for hire, you need to look for
a vendor whose culture and approach matches the needs
of your organization. You’ll be working closely with the
vendor team throughout configuration, implementation, and
beyond. That relationship needs to be a good fit in order to
ensure success.
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Phase Two: Create a Well-Defined
Implementation Strategy
One of the biggest challenges of an HR Tech implementation is
the fact that many of us—employees, managers and executives—
are resistant to change. Successful implementation requires that
you establish and communicate realistic expectations for your
management team and for employees.

Invite and inspire advocates.
HR Tech will affect every employee in your organization at
some point during their tenure. That’s why it’s important to
find employees—from every level of the organization— who
understand, and are passionate about, the benefits of your
HR Tech solution. Engage these employees as advocates
who can articulate how the system will improve the
business and how it supports the employee experience.
These advocates will eventually become subject matter
experts (SMEs) about the system and will support your HR
Tech, even after implementation is over.
Assemble a cross-functional project team.
It’s impossible to know what you don’t know, especially
when it comes to daily operations in a medium or large
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“Increasingly, people’s
experience downloading
software in the consumer
marketplace set the
expectations for how a
workplace implementation
should go. If a smartphone
app can be installed and
running in two minutes,
then why can’t enterprise
software? The buyers
sometimes have an unrealistic
view that their consumer
experience can be repeated
at work.”

— From Successful Implementations
by William Tincup & John Sumser
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business. But a strong cross-functional project team—
comprised of members from every business unit—can offer
insight about practices outside your area of expertise.
Cross-functional team members provide knowledge
about business requirements, system limitations, process
improvements, and operational needs that will ultimately
impact the success of your HR software solution.

Key Questions
for Phase Two
1.

Who are the leader and
employee champions for
this HR Tech solution?

2.

Do we have
representatives from all
business units on the
project team?

3.

How does this solution
improve the employee
experience?

4.

If we encounter system
integration issues, what
is non-negotiable?

5.

Have we allowed
enough time in the
schedule for a soft
launch as well as the
official launch?

Mobilize change.
Identify what process changes will be required with
the new software and begin managing the impact of
those changes. Create a plan for employee training and
communication; make sure your training plan includes
time to train super users who will be your “on the ground”
support when the system goes live.

Plan for problems.
Even the best systems have problems. How big those
problems become depends on how you’ve planned
to manage them when they arise. Be sure to identify
what support triage looks like during configuration,
implementation and after go-live. What does end user
support look like, and what’s the process when things are
broken?

Launch, and launch again.
You want a new user’s first experience with your HR Tech
to be a positive one. That’s why we encourage a “soft
launch” to a small group of beta users. That soft launch
offers you an opportunity to make sure your HR Tech is
functioning as it should be before you enroll everyone and
risk making a negative impression.
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Phase Three: Identify a Plan for Maintenance
The implementation process isn’t over after system go-live. In
fact, one of the most important phases is planning for system
maintenance. Once the system is in production, you must ensure
that it’s easy for employees to use it to accomplish their duties and
meet organizational objectives.

Reinforce user adoption.
Your implementation is a success only when users adopt,
or use, the software. Make sure you’re tracking usage rates,
issues, and requests for help. This information will help you
identify what’s working well, and where you may need to
provide users with additional support to help them use the
system more effectively.
Provide training and continuing education.
HR software training shouldn’t stop after system go-live.
Work with the vendor to put a plan in place for how you’ll
onboard and train new users and new administrators.
Ideally your vendor will also offer continuing education for
existing users who need additional support, or for those
employees who want to learn more about how they can
maximize all that your HR Tech solution has to offer.
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“The support that Hyrell
provided to us during
implementation and beyond
has been a true asset. The
direct connection with an
account rep is invaluable.
We’re able to quickly obtain
support any time we need
it! Since go-live, our hiring
managers and HR team have
used the system to increase
our exposure to candidates.
We’ve seen a drastic increase
in applicants, which has
allowed us to make smarter
hiring decisions.”

— Michael Taylor, Director of Personnel,
City of Pittsfield, MA
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Administer the system.
Before your implementation ends, be sure to designate a
system administrator who understands what is required to
ensure the system continues to perform as intended. The
administrator should have a deep understanding of system
functionality, as well as the operational requirements
around reliable data and overall structure. Ideally this
person has, during implementation, already begun to build
a strong working relationship with your vendor’s account
management team. If not, make it a priority to ensure that
a positive partnership is established as soon as possible
between the administrator and the vendor team.

Continue to communicate.
Never stop communicating about your HR Tech solution.
Keep the conversations going with everyone–your peer
executives, employees, administrators, the HR team,
and most importantly with the software providers. Ask
questions. Listen to the answers. Communicate about the
challenges. Talk about the benefits.
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Key Questions
for Phase Three
1.

How will we encourage
end user adoption?

2.

What is our plan for
continuing education
and system training?

3.

Who is the internal
resource responsible for
system administration?

4.

What is our ongoing
communication plan
to keep employees
informed and engaged
in system use?
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Conclusion
If done well, a successful software implementation can be a bright spot on an HR
department’s list of accomplishments. But when things go wrong, it can be the
issue that creates negative perceptions about HR’s ability to positively contribute
to the business.
Don’t despair—when you select the right solution, create a well-defined
implementation strategy, and have a maintenance plan in place, it’s more likely
your HR implementation strategy will stay on track.
And, don’t be discouraged by the time and effort required—it’s not wasted. With a
successful HR Tech implementation, you’ll be able to celebrate the outcomes that
your software helps produce. Your employees will feel supported by technology
that makes their jobs easier. And, most importantly, you’ll see a transformation in
how HR impacts the business.

Contact Us
Call 877-695-0194 or visit hyrell.com
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201 S. Blakely Street #355
Dunmore, PA 18512
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The HR Tech implementation process begins with selecting the right solution, continues with creating a welldefined implementation strategy, and concludes with putting a solid maintenance and continuity plan in place.
Clarity and focus during these three phases makes it more likely your HR implementation strategy will stay on
track and your organization will achieve its goals, thanks to the streamlined solutions that HR Tech has to offer.

Phase One: Select the Right Solution

Phase Three: Identify a Plan for Maintenance

FF Conduct a thorough needs assessment.
What HR goals do we want this platform to help us
achieve this year, next year, and five years from now?

FF Reinforce user adoption.
How will we encourage end user adoption?

FF Ask the tough questions of your organization.
Can an HR software solution provide what we need, or do
we need to address ineffective processes first?

FF Provide training and continuing education.
What is our plan for continuing education and system
training?

FF Do your homework.
How will this platform integrate with our existing systems?

FF Administer the system.
Who is the internal resource responsible for system
administration?

FF Look for the perfect match.
How does this vendor fit with our company culture and
approach?

FF Continue to communicate.
What is our ongoing communication plan to keep
employees informed and engaged in system use?

Phase Two: Create a Well-Defined
Implementation Strategy
FF Invite and inspire advocates.
Who are the leader and employee champions for this
HR Tech solution? Who will be held accountable for the
success of this implementation?
FF Assemble a cross-functional project team.
Do we have representatives from all business units on the
project team? Has the role of primary stakeholder been
assigned and communicated?
FF Mobilize change.
How does this solution improve the employee
experience?
FF Plan for problems.
If we encounter system integration issues, what is nonnegotiable?
FF Launch, and launch again.
Have we allowed enough time in the schedule for a soft
launch as well as the official launch?
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Applicant Tracking System Needs Assessment
The right Applicant Tracking System (ATS) helps streamline recruiting and hiring processes by providing access
to a more qualified pool of applicants, delivering a positive applicant experience, and ensuring compliance in
recruiting and hiring procedures.
The first step in selecting the right ATS is a thorough needs assessment that pinpoints critical system
requirements. Identifying the right ATS takes time and research; however, the increased automation and
standardized experience which an ATS delivers allows HR organizations to implement successful talent
strategies that supports business needs.

General

Communicating with applicants

FF Does this system need to be customizable for other
countries and/or languages?

FF How do you build positive rapport with your applicants?

FF How many different places/systems does HR data
reside in?
FF How do you update changes in each of the systems?

FF How do applicants receive updates about their hiring
status and interview requests?
FF How do you currently manage and schedule candidate
interviews?

FF How would you like to be alerted of critical events in
the applicant tracking process (i.e., background check
not completed, interview status, candidate selection)?

FF How do you document communication between HR and
candidates?

FF Who needs access to the applicant tracking
dashboard (e.g., recruiter, hiring manager,
administrative assistants, etc.)?

Processing candidate information

Posting open positions

FF How do you currently manage and perform background
checks?

FF How do you currently manage open positions?

FF How do you currently manage and conduct reference
checks?

FF How are you using job boards to post openings?

FF What, if any, skills testing do you need to collect prior to
making a hiring decision?

FF How often do you need to change or edit posted
positions?

Analyzing data

FF How are you currently collecting and comparing your
total recruitment sources (social media, traditional
methods, etc.)?

FF What data do you want to measure regarding open
positions, applicants, time to hire, and Equal Employment
Opportunity information?

Evaluating applicants

FF How do you currently identify the source of your best
applicants?

FF What system do you use when evaluating applicants?

FF How do you retain job posting records?

FF How do you evaluate applicants against hiring
criteria?
FF How do you compare applicant skills and
qualifications against one another?
FF What does the ideal process look like when searching
for candidates and tracking applicants?
FF What information do you want to see if you’re the
hiring manager?
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